Abstract. In this paper, in view of the complexity of the 3D laser marking, 3D ultraviolet laser precision machining process test is described. Firstly, the principle of ultraviolet laser processing technology and 3D surface texture mapping method were studied for laser marking of 3D surface. Second, through 3D ultraviolet laser test bench, with nonmetallic material as test object, test method and 3D ultraviolet laser marking processing was designed comparing with the 1064nm infrared laser marking. Experimental researches show that the precision of 3D ultraviolet laser marking is higher than infrared laser marking for three-dimensional parts.
Introduction
The two-dimensional ultraviolet laser marking has been unable to meet the needs of the society, the enterprise needs more individuality, more exquisite logo and indelible. Part of the surface logo on the market can be achieved by two-dimensional ultraviolet laser marking, but the deformation of the logo is unavoidable.335nm ultraviolet laser has widely used medical treatment, laser display, and study the solid-state restricting the efficient in the 335nm quasi continuous ultraviolet laser output is four times the frequency of the efficiency problem in theory and experiment [1] [2] . The theory model and experiment results of UV laser ablation on the semiconductor is summarized, including photo chemical model and heat conduction model [3] [4] . Literature studies correction of field distortion of laser marking system using surface compensation function, progress of ultraviolet Laser Interaction with Semiconductors, experimental research on high power UV laser cutting Cu membrane. [5] [6] [7] . 12W UV laser based on air-cooled double-end-pumped intra-cavity and the influence of ultraviolet laser frequency on characters of micro -hole in absorbing glass was studied [8] [9] .
Based on this, this paper studies the mechanism of ultraviolet laser processing, and proposes 3d ultraviolet laser surface machining. The ultraviolet laser technology was studied to optimize the parameters of 3d surface ultraviolet laser and to achieve better ultraviolet laser precision identification. It can be used for the ultraviolet laser marking and etching of 3d curved surface, the ultraviolet laser marking and engraving of 3d curved surface of large and medium-sized products, and the leading technology level in China.
Principle of Ultraviolet Laser Processing Technology

Ultraviolet Laser Processing Model
Ultraviolet laser precision machining principle is photochemical processing, due to the wavelength of ultraviolet laser is short; The energy of single photon energy in laser beam is greater than that of the material. The absorption of laser energy by the material continuously vaporizes by using the photon energy of the laser to directly destroy the chemical bonds of the materials; the material is expelled in small particles or gaseous forms, forming holes.
The ultraviolet laser beam is not only good quality, but also the focus of the light spot is smaller. Wider scope of application; The thermal influence region is very small, it does not produce thermal effect, it does not produce the burning problem of the material; fast marking, high efficiency.
Because of its characteristic of small processing heat effect, it is often referred to as "cold light source". Meanwhile, it can also get the focus light below 20µm. Energy conservation function is described below:
E is reflected from the surface of the material, R E is reflected from the surface of the material, A E is the energy absorbed by the material, out E is the energy of through the material. When the wavelength is very short, the high-energy photons are more easily absorbed by a large number of delimited electrons. The reflectivity is very low and the surface absorption of the material increases. 4 .9 hv ev
Where ξ is ultraviolet photon energy, h is the Planck constant, v is the frequency.
When the wavelength of the ultraviolet photon is small enough that the single photon energy exceeds the bond of the material, the laser may directly interrupt the molecular bond of the crystal and destroy the molecular structure of the crystal.
Assuming that radiation material body absorbs a photon number density is greater than the density of material atoms, and the photon energy is greater than the binding energy between atoms EB, the photochemical quantitative model radiation of the threshold can be expressed as follows [10] :
Where M is radiation of the ultraviolet laser threshold, a n is material refractive index, the energy of photon energy is large, and the molecular binding energy of some polymer polymers is comparable. The polymer polymers are mainly composed of H, C, O and N, and the C-H bond can only have 3.5 ev . Therefore ultraviolet laser action on this kind of material may be directly to break the intermolecular combination keys, rely on the so-called photochemical role in achieving this kind of material manufacture, high polymer in the N-N, C-N bond energy than ultraviolet photons energy, ultraviolet laser processing polymer is actually exist two photolysis and pyrolysis process.
Three-dimensional Texture Mapping
3D laser galvanometer consists of z axis zoom module and two-dimensional vibrating mirror two parts, the 3 d laser galvanometer system increased the z axis mobile galvanometer, constitute the three axis CNC system, according to the height of the surface is to be features (the z axis coordinates), automatically adjust the focal length of laser, keep the laser focus squarely on the 3 d surface. According to the preset 3d texture vector mathematical model, the motion trajectory of the laser focal point is edited and controlled, and the three-dimensional surface is clear and continuous etching and etching is achieved. Because the beam focus occurs before the incident X and Y mirror, the 3D mirror belongs to the large-front focusing structure, without the need of the post-focusing structure F-theta mirror. The Z-axis module is usually an inverted galilean telescope, which is driven by the vibrating mirror servo motor, which can adjust the distance between the eyepiece and the objective lens to achieve the zoom.
Three-dimensional texture mathematical vector model of three-dimensional surface is shown in Figure 1 . Fig. 1(a1) is 3D surface model which is designed through 3d modeling software design, Figure 1 (a2) is map original mode which is the plane of the horse; Figure 1 (b1), (b2) is the model after the texture mapping from different perspectives; Figure 1(c1), (c2) The plane of the horse map after the texture mapping. Fig. 1 shows the process: (1) the first design of 2D planar texture; (2) determine the 3D cavity model of the mold to be processed; (3) the two-dimensional plane texture is mapped to the 3D cavity surface of the mold by a specific algorithm; (4) the original model is removed, which is the mathematical vector model of 3D texture used for laser processing. The system processing software of the 3D vibrating mirror laser can read the three-dimensional texture vector and convert it to the scanning path coordinate of the mirror and make the three-dimensional processing of the texture. The geometry path of laser machining is generated by a specified software package called texture mapping in order to transfer a specified 2D texture to a part's 3D surface. 
Ultraviolet Laser Marking Experiment Ultraviolet Laser Marking System
Photograph of 3D Ultraviolet laser marking system is shown in Fig.2 . Schematic diagram of 3D Ultraviolet laser marking is shown in Fig.3 . The 3D ultraviolet laser marking system is composed of ultraviolet laser, 3D vibrating mirror, optical path system, control system and workbench. The 3D vibrating mirror is used to compensate the optical path of the optical system of the 3D mirror optical system by the motion of the z-axis module. The galvanometer scanning range is 120mm×120mm.The mapping position of texture and the characteristics of the three-dimensional surface are required. At the same time, the 3D infrared laser marking machine is designed and the comparison experiment is conducted with 20W and 1064nm fiber laser. The experimental subjects chose non-metal materials and processed the same parts to mark and contrast experiments. Ultraviolet photon energy is 4.9 ev, infrared photon energy is 1.16 ev; The ultraviolet photon directly separates the molecules from the non-metallic materials that need to be processed. However, this separation leads to the separation of the molecules from the material, which is different from the infrared laser.
The experimental parameters are shown in table 1. 
Experiment Results
The experiment results that comparison of the processing effect of microscope graph is shown in Fig.4 . Fig. 4 (a) is infrared laser marking processing, Fig. 4 (a) ultraviolet laser marking processing. Five points were selected, and the average value was magnified 600 times as the precision microscope of the logo, and the infrared laser marking accuracy was 0.030 mm; the accuracy of ultraviolet laser marking is 0.024mm. The precision of 3D ultraviolet laser marking is higher than infrared laser for three-dimensional parts. On the base of cold processing, the effect of processed product materials will be better. From the analysis on the laser, by using ultraviolet laser processing are often able to fine processing, and will not happen because processing material appeared in the process of "hot" reaction caused by carbide materials seriously affect the desired effect, because the ultraviolet is "cold" processing, use the "cold" light corrosion treatment technology of machining of parts with smooth edges and minimal coking. Moreover, the characteristics of ultraviolet short-wave length itself have advantages for mechanical microtreatment of metals and polymers. 
Summary
3D ultraviolet laser precision machining process test is described and is verified by contrast experiment. The accuracy of 3D ultraviolet laser marking for 3D surface reaches sub-micron scale, and the area of thermal influence is very small. Ultraviolet laser marking with less than 20 microns line width, marking side is smooth and no obvious phenomenon, which has lower thermal stress and thermal effect comparing it to infrared laser marking. So, the precision of 3D ultraviolet laser marking is higher than infrared laser for three-dimensional parts.
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